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Guide to the microfilm set Nihon no kaishashi, including an index of company names.

URI
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Link to the item record under Research Works

http://hdl.handle.net/1773/41471
日本の会社史：マイクロ版集成：一般機械・電気機械・自動車等・精密機械
Nihon no kaishashi: maikuro-ban shūsei: ippan kikai, denki kikai, jidōsha tō, seimitsu kikai
Author: 企画丸善株式会社.; Maruzen Kabushiki Kaisha.

OCLC Number: 38970464
Notes: NCC-funded title; to be lent free of charge locally and nationally through ILL.
Description: 65 microfilm reels: illustrations; 16 mm tape (29 pages; 28 cm)
Contents: DA 001-017. Ippan kikai --
DB 001-026. Denki kikai --
DC 001-017. Jidōsha tō --
DD 001-005. Seimitsu kikai.
Other Titles: Maikuro-ban Nihon no kaishashi.
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